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ABSTRACT

This paper analyses how Facebook and Google’s innovative business models might be posing a threat to democracy. Their economic concentration has made them powerful enough to enforce a technological determinism: all technology that happens must happen as it does and could not have happened any other way. This determinism actively violates the principle of representative government because it gives regulatory power to non-elected private companies. Furthermore, the individual autonomy of citizens is violated by requiring consent to unfair user agreements which incorporate indiscriminate surveillance and data-mining which is able to predict and modify behaviour. This paper aims to generate public debate about Facebook and Google’s challenges to democracy.
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I. Introduction

This paper aims to analyse whether the disruptions Facebook and Google have made in law and technology are affecting democratic principles. Namely, it will assess whether these companies are going against the basic principles of representative government and individual self-governance. The principle of a representative government concerns the equal right of all citizens to take part in decisions governing them. The principle of self-governance or self-determination relates to the right of people to decide their destiny. One right cannot exist without the other. Citizens cannot equally take part in a decision if they do not have the right to choose. Citizens do not have the right to choose if they cannot equally take part in deciding who or what governs them. Accordingly, this paper will examine whether these companies pose a threat to democracy by looking at the applicable law and its history; analysing existing case law and the current economic environment; and drawing up empirical evidence.

Although there may be other tech companies that are subverting the law and consequently, the principles of democracy, this paper focuses on Facebook and Google due to their uniquely
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dangerous business model. This break-through business model is what Shoshana Zuboff calls "Surveillance Capitalism" and will be examined further in this paper.

The first section of this paper will look at how law has hibernated in the face of new technologies and how this goes against the principle of representative government. The hibernation of law is two-fold. First, this paper will examine how the law has failed to adapt to the exponential economic growth of Facebook and Google. This exponential growth has to do with the structure of the two companies, and will be analysed in light of applicable competition law regulation and its history. Relevant examples in existing case law will follow the doctrinal research and legal history of competition law. Tim Wu analyses this in his book, “The curse of Bigness.” The paper will examine the danger of these companies and reflect on how current competition law should adapt to the disruptions they have caused. Secondly, the hibernation will be analysed from the perspective of the technologies Google and Facebook have created per se and how the law is having a hard time adapting to them. This hibernation has to do with "what" the companies have created and "how" they are subverting the law. Facebook and Google have stated that law cannot keep up as a way to defend technological determinism. In his next book, Professor Fairfield will provide an in-depth analysis of how this is theoretically and empirically untrue and explain how the issue of technological determinism should be addressed. By drawing from Professor Fairfield’s ideas, this paper will address the issue of legal adaptation.

The second part of this paper will look at how the uncontrolled behaviour of Facebook and Google may pose a threat to the autonomy of individuals. Since these two companies have almost monopolised the search engine and social media markets, they are the only ones who provide a service that is essential in the 21st century. The first interference lays, therefore in the little choice citizens have in contracting with Facebook and Google and the lack of free will in what the contract stipulates. The second interference with the right of autonomy or freedom of the individual is the innovative business model that Facebook and Google have introduced. This business model functions by extracting and analysing the data of its users to predict their behaviour.
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Consequently, due to its accurate predictions, it can modify behaviour. The manipulation of human behaviour is arguably the ultimate violation of individual autonomy because it makes a person take a decision without knowing of any interference. Based on the ideas of Shoshana Zuboff in her recent book “Surveillance Capitalism”, this paper will study the foundation of this business model and its implications.

With a foundation in the ideas of Shoshana Zuboff, Tim Wu and Joshua Fairfield, this paper aims to analyse the way technology has been developed as well as its legitimacy and dangers. By providing a review of the implications of modern technology this paper desires to provide a more thought-through future that is in conformity with the principles of democracy and protects the rights and freedoms of its citizens.

II. Principle of Representative Government
II.1. What is the Concern of Economic Concentration?
Competition law is meant to be a check on private power. It aims to guarantee that concentrated economic growth does not translate into a private power that can control the conditions in which the market operates and bears political influence. The European Commission has adopted a more economic approach (MEA) in the last few years. This approach has reduced the number of prohibited mergers. When companies want to merge, they notify the Commission to review and approve the transaction. However, the referral mechanism only operates if the merger meets the turnover thresholds in the regulation. Because services are given for free in the information technology (IT) world, and personal data is seen as currency, this leads to an underenforcement of law. For example, neither Facebook's acquisition of Instagram nor Google's acquisition of Waze met the turnover thresholds, yet neither was referred to the Commission.

The Facebook WhatsApp merger was also cleared by the European Commission. WhatsApp is one of the most widely used messaging apps in the world. In the UK, for example, it is the most downloaded messaging app, and its monthly users top Facebook and Facebook messenger. However, the European Commission argued that they were in different markets since Facebook uses advertisements, and WhatsApp does not. The Commission further justified the decision on the existence of other competition (like Telegram), on the fact that consumers use more than one app – meaning network effect would not pose too much of a barrier to entry or constitute a big expansion post-merger. However, Facebook stated there was no technology available to match users and create an unified messaging platform. Facebook was later fined because, at the time, it already had people working on ways to match Facebook and WhatsApp. This should not come as a surprise, given the substantial profit to be made from the transaction. WhatsApp was valued at ten million euros and Facebook ultimately bought it for 19 billion euros. Ask any kid who has played the Monopoly game, and she would understand the clear power move this is and the risks of owning more of the same type of land. Inevitably, everyone will pass through your land, which makes it easier to invest in their exploitation.
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Examples from the past shed light on the importance of checks on private power. The Gilded Age - the late 19th century in the United States - was a period characterised both by significant economic growth and by great income inequality. Companies like Standard Oil and US Steel bought every company to make their trusts and ensure their monopolies. The political ideology of "social Darwinism" - or survival of the fittest - enabled monopolies to do what they wanted and justify anti-competitive behaviours that destroyed any competition. For example, John Pierpont Morgan created US Steel by paying his competitor, Andrew Carnegie, so much money that he became the richest man in the world. Standard Oil used predatory pricing and bribed the government to pass laws to exclude any would-be competitor. The Gilded Age was followed by the trustbuster period, which was started by President Roosevelt. Roosevelt understood that an oligarchy was against the basic principles of democracy. Since economic power inevitably translated into political power in the United States, it was transferred from elected representatives to companies.

Competition law should be about more than prices and economic arguments. Democracy is a system that decentralises power and constraints authority so that citizens have power over who governs what. If an economic power is excessively concentrated in a few companies, the welfare of citizens is left in the private discretion of a few. The reduced choice in an oligarchy market means that citizens cannot opt out of using the services of the few companies available. Consequently, the product is no longer dictated by the wants of the consumers but enforced by the remaining companies due to lack of competition. Furthermore, to maintain their dominance, as seen above, they aim to kill potential competition either by investing in barriers of entry or by buying out new companies. Facebook has bought 80 companies including Instagram and WhatsApp. Google has purchased an astounding amount of 235 companies including YouTube, Double Click, Waze, Motorola Mobility and Deep Mind. Consequently a vicious cycle of lack of competition where consolidated companies buy new companies and gain even more market power is created. Additionally, it preserves the wills of big companies in innovation and technology since small companies or start-ups know that the only way to be successful it to create a product that will be bought out by a big company. Consequently, even new companies act according to the wills of Facebook and Google and not the consumers. This concentration is especially relevant for Google and Facebook because they are in control of how and for what purpose technology is created. The implications of this control will be discussed in the next section.
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Furthermore, concentration also makes it easier to organise political goals that create anti-democratic political pressure. Reports state that Facebook spent $12.62 million dollars and Google $21.2 million on lobbying the US government in 2018 to influence lawmakers and regulators on privacy and antitrust rules. These numbers make them among the top spenders on lobbying in Washington. In Europe, leaked documents from a court case of the app developer six4Three against Facebook reported that the former threatened Europe of investing elsewhere if they were not given certain reasurrances in 2013. Although the GDPR was enforced, the documents reported a great relationship between Facebook and Enda Kenny the prime minister of the Irish Government. The document reports that due to his presidency, in 2013, the Irish prime minister could influence the European Data Directive Decisions, which were being discussed at the time. Furthermore, after the GDPR entry into force the concern lies with the Irish data controller. Silicon Valley companies, of which also Facebook and Google, have chosen Ireland due to its promising favourable conditions. Since the lead regulator has to be in the country in which the countries have their data controller, Ireland's data protection commissioner acts for all 28 Member States.

Economic concentration also leads to underenforcement of the law since fines are viewed as a business expense instead of a deterrent of behaviour. Due to their companies value Google was able to keep committing privacy infringement with Google street view even after several lawsuits. Another more recent example is the fine Facebook received of $5bn from the Federal Trade Commission in the United States for the Cambridge Analytica privacy violations. Not only is this just one month of revenue for Facebook and less than a quarter of Facebook’s annual profit but also, the share price actually went up after reports confirmed the amount of the fine, which was the amount that Facebook expected it to be.

One solution to this, as argued by Wu, is to rely less on economics and have a stricter and broader standard in favour of competition law enforcement. For example, by setting a higher bar for giant mergers or having a per se ban to mergers that reduces competing firms to less than four. This approach is one way to guarantee future competition and safeguarding innovation, which is extremely important in the technology world. By relying less on economic arguments, it is also easier to invite public debate and even allow the citizens to file complaints and intervene. Breakups should also be considered. Breaking up companies can make them more efficient, as
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was the case in the Standard Oil breakup. It can also raise the quality of competition with regard to privacy protections. Corporate fines often seem to be of enormous magnitude, but when compared to the profits of major technology companies, they are insignificant. In practice, such fines are experienced more as a cost of business than a deterrent or sanction for illegal behaviour. Furthermore, the European Commission when addressing anti-competitive behaviour only established behaviour commitments and no structural reliefs. When the Commission fined Google €4.34 billion for illegal practices regarding its use of Android mobile devices, it also required Google to stop the illegal conduct and refrain from similar abusive behaviour in the future. Behaviour commitments are expensive, due to the constant monitoring they require. They are also reasonably inefficient when applied to companies of this magnitude, which have enough economic stability to bear comfortably the fines imposed in case of breach. This financial stability leads big tech companies to have little regard for the law and renders the judicial system ineffective. Structural remedies and breakups, on the other hand, are self-executing and consequently provide a more effective way to punish and deter the misbehaviour of companies like Google and Facebook.

An UK report sponsored by the government came out this March also recommending for a more frequent and firmer action to challenge mergers. However, instead of break-ups, they propose a code of conduct and data mobility as means to deliver greater competition and innovation. Power would be disseminated as new players will enter the market provided with data and ensuring that there is no abusive behaviour from the tech giants. Although having effective competition is a good way to spread market power, these companies would still have the economic concentration to bear the costs of infringement. Hence, breakups could be a good first step to tackle the political concerns raised by the concentration of power into a single company or platform. The second would be data mobility to ensure democracy by decentralising market power.

II.2. Who should regulate technology?
Facebook and Google have presented a story of technological inevitability to dismiss the law and any attempts at regulation. However, as Joshua Fairfield argues, this is just a story that serves as a great marketing campaign. Consequently, there are many examples of how this is empirically not true. The most evident is the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). The GDPR comes into force after years of having privacy denied and unregulated, obliging Facebook and Google to comply with it. Even before the GDPR, the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) ruled that Google had to admit requests from individuals to remove links to freely accessible web pages resulting from a search of their name. Another example is the case of *Licra v. Yahoo*, where there was an open online auction of Nazi memorabilia, which is forbidden in France. Yahoo claimed that it was impossible for their company to ensure that no French citizens participated in the auction. However, experts argued that most French internet users could be
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identified with DNS databases. Yahoo was then forced by the court to deny access to French citizens based on their DNS databases.\(^3\)

Theoretically, it is also impossible to claim that “law is dead” or that it cannot keep up. As Fairfield argues, law is the mere regulation of human behaviour and therefore, it develops with it. Technology also inevitably regulates human behaviour by determining what someone can and cannot do. Consequently, technology is never neutral, it has inherent ‘laws’ that dictate what kind of behaviour is allowed. There is an inherent choice of values, rights and freedoms that are built into technology. In a revolutionary book, Lawrence Lessig has shown how the code behind technology is law, as it regulates human behaviour.\(^3\) Therefore, the individuals responsible for engineering the code are those who decide what can and cannot be done – our liberties. Consequently, “law” is being created every day; however, it is in the hands of private companies, namely, Facebook and Google. As society goes from physical to digital, laws have to be made through the code underlying technology.

The concept of “smart cities” illustrates how the physical and digital world interacts the most. A ‘smart city’ seeks to digitalise the city by incorporating sensors into objects, bodies and places. Furthermore, it collects and analyses the information to explore different solutions to urban issues and optimise its resources.\(^3\) Due to the development and consequently, complexity of technology, it is unavoidable to create public-private partnerships to keep up with state-of-the-art ideas and systems. Consequently, the government acts more like a broker, buying and organising the services from the private sector.\(^3\) The protection of human rights is therefore left in the hands of who designed the smart city. For example, the right to privacy can only be granted to citizens of Smart Cities if it is incorporated in the technology that governs it, producing privacy by design.

The technological approach to a smart city can be completely different. Toronto partnered up with Google’s parent company Alphabet. In the project proposal, there was an explicit guarantee to safeguard the right to privacy, but the project remained secretive. However, an advisor of the project quit due to lack of transparency and doubts that it would follow through.\(^3\) On the other hand, there is the case of Barcelona where priority is being given to transparency. Transparency invites an information-sharing culture and public debate where the government, citizens and private entities are all involved in the decision-making process. Public debate has fostered innovation while guaranteeing respect for human rights.\(^4\)

\(^3\) Lester Lawrence Lessig III is an American academic, attorney, and political activist. He is the Roy L. Furman Professor of Law at Harvard Law School and the former director of the Edmond J. Safra Center for Ethics at Harvard University.
\(^3\) M. Dean, 'A digital right to the city: who defines democracy in smart cities?', at: https://www.bangthetable.com/blog/digital-right-to-the-city/ (accessed on 03.06.2019).
How to regulate technology is a difficult but unavoidable question. Existing laws are hard to apply due to their disruptive business models that provide services for free and hard to define markets. New laws are also difficult to conceive due to the unknown implications.

Consequently, the best answer to how to regulate technology is through communication. There is a need to inform the citizens and involve them in the public debate. In a democracy, the state should not have the sole power to decide over the usage of technology. However, technology should also not be in the hands of a few tech companies and corporate profits as in Europe. The innovations in technology do not mean that we are on the right path. In the same way that continuing to drive your car through new roads does not mean you are on the right path, especially when you have not even decided where you want to go. You should stop, decide where to go and ask for directions. Technology is a social tool, and the only way to ensure that it is used for citizens’ well-being is to have everyone involved in the decision-making process surrounding technology. Consequently, there should be regulations making sure this is not left solely in the hands of Facebook and Google.

III. Autonomy of Individuals

III.1. The Capacity to Choose

Facebook and Google are almost indispensable in the 21st century. The issues of their indispensability joined with economic concentration have already been addressed in the first part of the paper. In this part, it will be addressed from a micro perspective, from the point of view of the "user" of such utilities.

Information and communication technologies are now more widespread than electricity. They are a need in everyday life and social participation. Facebook owns 76.3 per cent of the market in social media in Europe and Google owns an astounding 93.85 per cent share in the search engine market in Europe. This dominant position and lack of real competition make it almost impossible to avoid these two companies on our day to day lives. Consequently, it is fair to say that any agreement to the "terms of service" or "privacy policy" is forced, due to lack of choices. The fear of forced consent is safeguarded in Council Directive 93/13 / EEC of 5 April 1993 on unfair terms in consumer contracts. The directive stipulates that “user agreement” or “privacy policy” cannot be subjected to individual negotiation, and could be deemed illicit depending on the nature of the goods, services and context. This directive has been made obsolete in the digital world because digital services cause disruption by being free. Therefore Clickwraps, agreements in which a user has to agree with the conditions to use the product or service, have been upheld by courts. However, an unfair practice justified by an agreement with no choice is an attack on individual autonomy. Therefore, to protect individual autonomy, these terms need to be heavily regulated, and its lawfulness regularly inquired in accordance to the GDPR.

There is a certain fear that by imposing laws on technology and making it less “free”, this will stifle innovation and do more harm than good for society. However, in practice, what happens in the absence of the state? If we removed any control, for example by abolishing the constitution, would we be more or less free? Would we have more or fewer rights? It is easy to understand, from this perspective, how we would argue the latter. If there were no legal text establishing our rights and
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freedoms and enforcing them, then they would not exist. We would consequently be at the mercy of the strongest and most powerful, be that the state, a private entity or an authoritative individual. Constitutions and regulations exist to guarantee and safeguard these rights, not to take them. Therefore, it can be argued that liberty is built on a particular kind of thought-through control.\(^4\) So, when Facebook and Google advocate for freedom of law, they are advocating for the freedom to exploit you. Without the possibility of opting out of data-mining and surveillance practices, which will be discussed below, users have no choice but to consent to an abusive contract with Facebook and Google.

III.2. The Capacity to Make a Decision

Here is where Facebook and Google diverge completely from other tech companies. Their business model is something completely new that has been named by Shoshana Zuboff as “Surveillance Capitalism”.\(^4\) It is important to note that the first crucial step is to give a name. As Fairfield has argued, change starts in a language and communities, only after can there be rules and enforcement in courts. To address an issue, we have to name it and define it. This definition is the first crucial step to start a discussion and to try to find solutions. Only then can we regulate.

Google and Facebook use the human experience as free raw material that is then transformed into behavioural data and sold. They profit from users’ experience hence the name surveillance capitalism.\(^5\) By collecting, processing and analysing users’ data, they can predict and sell behavioural data (Big Data) to advertisers. Surveillance capitalism has brought three main disruptions. The first has to do with capitalism. In capitalism, the arguments are that due to the uncertainties of the market, it is better left alone. If market actors act freely with reigned by interest and uncertainty, the market will regulate itself.\(^6\) We can, therefore, see an evident change in paradigm. Since Facebook and Google have access to informative data about its users, it is no longer reigned by uncertainty and ignorance. Therefore, they can act independently from the invisible forces of the market.\(^7\)

Instead of trying to convince you to buy a specific thing, or take a specific action like a regular advertisement, it manipulates you into doing so. Manipulating means that it controls you to their advantage, which Zuboff calls “instrumentarian power”, shaping human behaviour towards others’ ends.\(^8\) The theoretical understanding of this concept would be enough to comprehend the ultimate violation of personal autonomy. The user is not only faced with a choice of intrusion, like unfair user agreements, but she also does not even acknowledge that it is happening in the first place. It is poisoning the inward experience to form will.\(^9\)

There is evidence to show how surveillance capitalism can damage a person’s autonomy and attack democracy. The Cambridge Analytical Scandal revealed how data of millions of Facebook
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users were collected and used in a political campaign.\textsuperscript{33} By harvesting millions of Facebook profiles, it is possible to identify the most persuadable voters and the issues they are concerned about to send them the right message at the right time. For example, it sent targeted advertisement to the African-American community with Clinton's reference to African-American youth as 'super predators’.\textsuperscript{32} Google also knowingly accepted advertisement that falsely claimed it could solve mortgage problems during the 2011 crisis.\textsuperscript{33}

The second disruption is the radical indifference to consumers. Users' data served as raw materials that are being analysed and sold. Since users are merely the means, not the end, there is no incentive in trying to better its platforms or improve the privacy services to please consumers. The third disruption is about product quality. What is relevant is that it is used by everyone, not that it needs to be the best. Since the interest is to have the biggest amount of people use the service, it incentivizes the creation of fake new, one of the biggest threats to freedom of expression. Surveillance capitalism, therefore, forms a disruption not only because it manipulates individual autonomy but also because it is indifferent to the needs and the best interests of the citizens and society.

In the face of the lack of competition in the tech market, it is practically impossible to not be a target of indiscriminate surveillance and data-mining in the digital sphere. Google has control over original equipment manufacturers such as smartphones, tablets, connected products, automobiles and even home equipment. The data collected is then sold and purchased in the tech monopoly world. For example, Google reportedly paid Apple $89 billion in 2018 and $12 billion in 2019 to be Safari's Default Search Engine.\textsuperscript{34} Google deals with telecom providers, Original equipment manufacturers and operating system manufacturers and also auctions of its product users to companies such as Baidu, a Chinese search engine which is state-owned.\textsuperscript{35} These behaviours further ensure the tech monopolies since it is hard to enter the market without purchasing large quantities of data. New businesses have to gain access to the online marketplace by creating third-party apps distributed through Google, Apple and Microsoft's online app stores.\textsuperscript{36} This is a clear disadvantage compared to pre-installed apps because billions of users use the default and pre-installed apps. The European Commission already fined Google once for requiring manufacturers to pre-install the Google Search app and browser app as a condition for licensing Google’s app store.\textsuperscript{37} To ensure fair competition, this bundling needs to be continuously fought.

\textsuperscript{35} Zuboff 2019, supra note 4.
Additionally, filters used in Facebook and Google create an isolated environment that interferes with our freedom of expression. As referred above, the interest lies within the usage of the platforms. Hence, the only goal is to maximise engagement. This is best created with inflammatory material and even fake news that creates instant reactions. When these two effects are combined and complemented, it obscures users from other information and interferes with their freedom of expression and ability to form opinions.

Our autonomy has been tainted with unfair user agreements that leave us with no choice making the word "consent" void. These contracts have to be heavily regulated to ensure they do not compromise users' privacy and comply with the GDPR. Important developments have happened in Germany by. A court decision banned Facebook from combining users' data across its social platforms and gathering data from third-party websites without their consent. Furthermore, the court clears out that data processing cannot be a precondition for using Facebook so that it is genuinely voluntary. It was deemed anti-competitive because it is using its dominant position to make exploitative business terms with consumers.

With strict duties granting data rights, there can be general mitigation of the risks and harms Big Data pose to democracy. By limiting the aim of the data collected, by implementing communication between human rights advocates and data scientists (and other relevant technical specialists in the specific field), and by eventually considering an opt-in opt-out use of data. Solutions are available, and there needs to be a vivid and open discussion to select the best ones.

IV. Conclusion
Facebook and Google's technology is challenging democracy. The capitalisation of human experience leads to significant disruptions that have to be carefully addressed. As Harari explains, property has always brought inequality. As humans gain ownership over things, hierarchies are formed. Consequently, only a small part of the population has wealth and power. The industrial revolution disrupted this due to the increasing reliance on the masses. Thus, governments, liberal and communist, were concentrated on investing in the health, education and welfare of its citizens, to ensure healthy labourers and soldiers. However, surveillance capitalism has provided a new disruption. Since prosperity is no longer dependent on the masses, surveillance capitalism makes society increasingly unequal, once again concentrating power and wealth in the hands of a small elite. As shown above, citizens are forced to a tainted form of consent of power to non-elected private entities. This unconsented control gives rise to the Big Other - a sovereign power that acts independently from the government and the dynamism of market democracy.
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Surveillance capitalism is the most explicit attack on our autonomy. Public debate should be of top priority. First, to break the cycle of misinformation, Facebook and Google are spreading in society and second, to raise public debate as a means to address the issue. The public should be informed in order for them to start demanding a fight to this oppression and injustice. Society needs to question these activities and their dangers to democracy. It should be inquired whether this kind of advertisement is legal, considering the precision and manipulation it entails. It seems odd that there was a massive concern around subliminal marketing, something that has not even been proven to work, leading to bans in countries like Britain and Australia. However, now we allow targeted advertisement that can form and substitute our own will and has even gone so far as to mess with democratic elections.

After regulating these manipulative advertisements, the focus should shift to unfair user agreements and privacy policies that require users forced consent. Compliance with the GDPR and analysis of the potential exploitative contents need to be continuously assessed to safeguard our autonomy. To understand the relevant issues and find its solutions, there needs to be an overview of all areas of Law as is demonstrated by new German case-law.

After protecting the will and autonomy of users, there needs to be a shift in control over who has power over technology. Facebook and Google are almost essential in the 21st century and therefore, cannot be in sole control over platforms that are now seen as public space. It has already been evident that law can keep up with technology. Now, society needs to know how. Once again, there needs to be a public debate on how technology can be best used while safeguarding the users’ autonomy. There needs to be a shift in who is in control. Otherwise, as it has been shown, Google and Facebook will have the freedom to continue exploiting the users as they wish.

Finally, economic concentration has to be dealt with. As Zuboff has stated in her book, addressing competition issues does not necessarily mean addressing surveillance capitalism and privacy concerns. A break up of Facebook and Google only means more companies in the business of surveillance capitalism. However, it has been shown that it certainly makes it easier to control companies if they are smaller first, because it is hard to make specific policy choices and meet political goals if there are many wills to agree instead of just one. Second, because economic concentration makes it easier to bear fines, they could easily be seen as business expenses and not as a dissuasive practice. This indifference is evident; for example, Google had numerous cases of privacy infringement in Google Street View, where they paid the fines and continued to do precisely the same. Breakups may be the first step to regain control and enforce the law.

In conclusion, there needs to be a public debate. Society, not Google and Facebook, needs to regain control. We need to find the answer on how and who must regulate these technological companies Only with an informed and open public debate can law and jurisprudence find solutions to the challenges Facebook and Google pose to democracy.
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